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WARNING – Read all product labels and instructions before installing fixture.
WARNING – Risk of fire or electric shock. LED Retrofit Kit installation requires knowledge of luminaires electrical systems. Installation should be performed only by a qualified 
electrician in accordance with the National Electrical Code and relevant local code.
WARNING – Risk of fire or electric shock. Install this kit only in the luminaires that have the construction features and dimensions shown in the photographs and/or drawings.
WARNING – To prevent wiring damage or abrasion, do not expose wiring to edges of sheet metal or other sharp objects.
WARNING – Do not make or alter any open holes in an enclosure of wiring or electrical components during kit installation.
WARNING – The recessed luminaire is intended for mounting only in a covered ceiling where only the led side of the luminaire will be exposed to damp or dry locations.
WARNING – INSTALLATION SHOULD ONLY BE PERFORMED AFTER POWER TO THE FIXTURE HAS BEEN DISCONNECTED.

ARCHITECTURAL DOWNLIGHT INSTALLATION GUIDE – WARNING

RETROFIT INSTALLATION 

1. Make sure the POWER IS TURNED OFF at the source to the recessed housing in which you are installing the product.
2. If existing lamp and trim are present, remove from ceiling or move it out of the way as it will not be needed during installation. Measure the ceiling opening to make sure the 
          edge of the luminaire will cover the entire hole and still sit firmly in the ceiling before proceeding (fig. 1). 
3. Open the existing J-box and cut away all wires connected to the ballast (fig. 2).
4. Attach the carabiner safety clip to the existing fixture housing.
5. Adjust the lamp power to desired lumen output by sliding the selector switch on the light engine driver box. The switch will click into place when correctly positioned at either 
          High, Medium or Low outputs. Make sure the switch is never in between positions. For locking the selected lumen output, attach the provided cover (fig. 3).
6. Set the Light-Engine LED driver box beside the housing frame. Allow it to rest on the ceiling or on the existing frame. When installing the large light engine (LEL), make sure 
          the driver is placed no farther than 1/2" (10mm) from the reflector.Insert the open connection end into the existing J-box and wire to the power source (black to hot, white to 
          neutral, green to ground). For dimming circuits, connect grey to grey and purple to purple. Reattach J-box faceplate (fig. 4).
7. To change the lens, turn the existing lens counterclockwise until it comes out of the light engine. Place the feet of the new lens into the three slots and turn clockwise until 
          firmly in place (fig. 5).
8. Attach the reflector to the light engine by inserting the cylindrical pins of the light engine into the L-shaped slots of the reflector. Turn counterclockwise to lock the reflector in 
          place, as shown on the light engine markings (fig. 6).
9. Connect the driver box to the light engine using the attached quick connectors. Make sure the cable collars are secure by inserting the pin into the L-shaped slot and turning 
          until firmly in place (fig. 7). 
10. Squeeze the two housing clips so they are in an upright position and insert lamp into housing (fig. 8).
11. Once lamp is inside the housing, release the housing clips and continue pushing lamp into housing until securely fixed and flush with ceiling (fig. 9 & 10).
12. Restore power at the source and the installation is complete.
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NEW CONSTRUCTION INSTALLATION WITH JBOX 

1.      Make sure the POWER IS TURNED OFF at the source to the location in which you are installing the product.
2.      If using a new Construction Plate (NCPLATE or NCPLATE/T), install it in the ceiling following its own installation instruction. (fig 1)
3.      If a new hole is needed, use a hole cutter, and set the diameter to 4” (101mm) for the AD4RZZ, 6-5/32” (156mm) for the ADR6ZZ, 8” (203mm) for the ADR8ZZ and 8-27/32” 
         (225mm) for the ADR9.5ZZ, or cut along the edge of the new construction plate prepared for the desired size (fig. 2).
4.      Attach the carabiner safety clip to a secure place inside the ceiling.
5.      Adjust the lamp power to desired lumen output by sliding the selector switch on the light engine driver box. The switch will click into place when correctly positioned at either 
         High, Medium or Low outputs. Make sure the switch is never in between positions. For locking the selected lumen output, attach the provided cover (fig. 3).
6.      Set the Light-Engine LED driver box in the ceiling (fig. 4 & 5). If the Light-Engine LED driver box need to be attached, secure it to the ceiling structure, beam joist or new 
         construction plate using screws (not provided), or other method approved by local code. When installing the large light engine (LEL), make sure the driver is placed no farther  
         than 1/2" (10mm) from the reflector. Insert the open connection end into a preinstalled J-box (not provided) and wire to the power source (black to hot, white to neutral, green 
         to ground). For dimming circuits, connect grey to grey and purple to purple. Reattach J-box faceplate (fig. 5). 
7.      To change the lens, turn the existing lens counterclockwise until it comes out of the light engine. Place the feet of the new lens into the three slots and turn clockwise until firmly 
         in place (fig. 6).
8.      Attach the reflector to the light engine by inserting the cylindrical pins of the light engine into the L-shaped slots of the reflector. Turn counterclockwise to lock the reflector in 
         place, as shown on the light engine markings (fig. 7).
9.      Connect the driver box to the light engine using the attached quick connectors. Make sure the cable collars are secure by inserting the pin into the L-shaped slot and turning 
         until firmly in place (fig. 8 & 9).
10.    Squeeze the two reflectors clips so they are in an upright position and insert lamp into the ceiling (fig. 10).
11.    Once lamp is inside the ceiling, release the reflector clips and continue pushing lamp into the ceiling until securely fixed and flush with ceiling (fig. 11).
12.    Restore power at the source and the installation is complete.
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NEW CONSTRUCTION INSTALLATION WITH USING THE DRIVER BOX 

1.      Make sure the POWER IS TURNED OFF at the source to the location in which you are installing the product.
2.      If using a new Construction Plate (NCPLATE or NCPLATE/T), install it in the ceiling following its own installation instruction. (fig 1.)
3.      If a new hole is needed, use a hole cutter, and set the diameter to 4” (101mm) for the AD4RZZ, 6-5/32” (156mm) for the ADR6ZZ, 8” (203mm) for the ADR8ZZ and 8-27/32” 
         (225mm) for the ADR9.5ZZ, or cut along the edge of the new construction plate prepared for the desired size (fig. 2).
4.      Attach the carabiner safety clip to a secure place inside the ceiling.
5.      Adjust the lamp power to desired lumen output by sliding the selector switch on the light engine driver box. The switch will click into place when correctly positioned at either 
         High, Medium or Low outputs. Make sure the switch is never in between positions. For locking the selected lumen output, attach the provided cover (fig. 3).
6.      Open the Light-Engine LED driver box by unscrewing the top plate (fig. 4). Unscrew and remove the open connection MC cable and disconnect the black, white, gray and   
         purple wires from the driver by using the push-in connector (fig. 5). Insert the incoming power source MC cable directly to the driver box, through the left open knock-out, 
         secure it. Connect power source wires to the driver (black to hot (L), white to neutral (N), green to ground), using push-in connectors. For dimming circuits, connect grey 
         to - and purple to +, using the push-in connectors. Close and reattach the Light-Engine LED driver box plate. (fig. 6)
7.      Set the Light-Engine LED driver box in the ceiling (fig. 7). If the Light-Engine LED driver box need to be attached, secure it to the ceiling structure, beam joist or new 
         construction plate using screws (not provided), or other method approved by local code. 
8.      To change the lens, turn the existing lens counterclockwise until it comes out of the light engine. Place the feet of the new lens into the three slots and turn clockwise until 
         firmly in place (fig. 8).
9.      Attach the reflector to the light engine by inserting the cylindrical pins of the light engine into the L-shaped slots of the reflector. Turn counterclockwise to lock the reflector in 
         place, as shown on the light engine markings (fig. 9).
10.    Connect the driver box to the light engine using the attached quick connectors. Make sure the cable collars are secure by inserting the pin into the L-shaped slot and turning 
         until firmly in place (fig. 10).
11.    Squeeze the two reflectors clips so they are in an upright position and insert lamp into the ceiling (fig. 11).
12.    Once lamp is inside the ceiling, release the reflector clips and continue pushing lamp into the ceiling until securely fixed and flush with ceiling (fig. 12).
13.    Restore power at the source and the installation is complete.
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AD4LESXXXXDIM010UNVYYAD4RZZ
AD4LEMXXXXDIM010UNVYYAD4RZZ

AD6LESXXXXDIM010UNVYYAD6RZZ
AD6LEMXXXXDIM010UNVYYAD6RZZ

AD8LESXXXXDIM010UNVYYAD8RZZ
AD8LEMXXXXDIM010UNVYYAD8RZZ

AD9.5LESXXXXDIM010UNVYYAD8RZZ
AD9.5LEMXXXXDIM010UNVYYAD8RZZ

3.58" (91mm)

5.59" (142mm)

7.36" (187mm)

8.47" (215mm)

5.95" (151mm)

8.19" (208mm)

9.96" (253mm)

11.73" (298mm)

5.39" (137mm)

6.20" (157.5mm)

7.42" (188.5mm)

7.64" (194mm)

AD4LESXXXXDIM010UNVYYAD4RZZ
AD4LEMXXXXDIM010UNVYYAD4RZZ

AD6LESXXXXDIM010UNVYYAD6RZZ
AD6LEMXXXXDIM010UNVYYAD6RZZ
AD6LELXXXXDIM010UNVYYAD6RZZ

AD8LESXXXXDIM010UNVYYAD8RZZ
AD8LEMXXXXDIM010UNVYYAD8RZZ
AD8LELXXXXDIM010UNVYYAD8RZZ

AD9.5LESXXXXDIM010UNVYYAD9.5RZZ
AD9.5LEMXXXXDIM010UNVYYAD9.5RZZ
AD9.5LELXXXXDIM010UNVYYAD9.5RZZ

Are compatible with most standard housing with aperture ranging from 
3.8"-5.2" (96-131mm)       

    

* Model Number Description:
XXXX – CRI and Color Temperature – 8018-9750
YY – Beam – MD (Medium), VN (Very Narrow), NR (Narrow), WD (Wide)
ZZ – Reflector & Flange Finish – CC (Clear Diffuse, Clear Diffuse), CW (Clear Diffuse, White), WH (White), BL (Black)      

    

ARCHITECTURAL DOWNLIGHT HOUSING COMPATIBILITY

Small and Medium Light Engine*
A

(Reflector Aperture)
B

(Flange Diameter)
C

(Fixture Height)

A
(Reflector Aperture)

B
(Flange Diameter)

C
(Fixture Height)

AD6LELXXXXDIM010UNVYYAD6RZZ

AD8LELXXXXDIM010UNVYYAD8RZZ

AD9.5LELXXXXDIM010UNVYYAD9.5RZZ

5.59" (142mm)

7.36" (187mm)

8.47" (215mm)

8.19" (208mm)

9.96" (253mm)

11.73" (298mm)

6.57" (167mm)

7.64" (194mm)

8.03" (204mm)

Large Light Engine*

Are compatible with most standard housing with aperture ranging from 
5.8"-7.4" (147-188mm)       

   
Are compatible with most standard housing with aperture ranging from 
7.6"-9.2" (192-233mm)       

Are compatible with most standard housing with aperture ranging from 
8.7"-10.9" (220-278mm)


